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Open Mears Protect from the icon on Mears 

Connect

Start a new “ILL HEALTH” report

* If you cannot see the four buttons 

pictured contact Paddy Allum or Ian Mavin 

who can set up your access

How to report a Covid-19 Incident



Choose the appropriate report:-

 “Confirmed diagnosis of Covid-19” 

option for people that have been 

tested positive for the disease

 “Contact with a person…” use the this 

option to report all other Covid-19 

incidents.

Complete all other mandatory fields to 

progress the report

Choose the type of Covid-19 Report



Make sure you choose the most appropriate 

values for Source and Treatment

 You must select “Yes” even if they are working 

from home, as they can’t physically be at work 

whilst “self Isolating”

 If absent from work (including “self isolating 

working from home”) enter the date they were 

first absent, if they have not returned leave the 

Returned To Work date blank

 If they are off sick they should record correctly 

on Workday and follow the Absence Reporting 

Policy

Covid-19 Categorisation



Once you have completed the reporting 

sections you will get a full report with a list 

of required actions to be completed.

Note the location of the Fast Actions and 

Make Reportable buttons

Completing the report



 If the affected person at a later date tests 

positive use the Fast Action to convert the 

incident from Exposure to Confirmed 

Diagnosis using the Fast Action button and 

selecting the “Exposure to Covid-19 - Convert 

to confirmed diagnosis of Covid-19” Fast 

Action.

 This will create a new action where you must 

attach the Test Results

Upgrading an Incident to Confirmed



 If the affected person at a later date takes a 

Covid-19 test and it is positive you should 

record this using the Fast Action button and 

selecting the “Confirmed Covid-19 -

Positive test received” Fast Action.

This will create a new action where you 

must attach the new Test Results

Recording a Positive Covid-19 

Test Result



 If the incident was initially raised as 

confirmed diagnosis but you need to 

downgrade to Exposure to Covid-19 then  

use the Fast Action button and select the 

“Confirmed Covid-19 - Convert to Exposure 

to Covid-19” fast action.

Downgrading an Incident to Exposure



 If the affected person at a later date takes a 

Covid-19 test and it is negative you should 

record this using the Fast Action button and 

selecting the “Confirmed Covid-19 –

Negative  Test received” Fast Action.

This will create a new action where you 

must attach the new Test Results

Recording a Negative Covid-19 Test 

Result



 Once all actions have been closed pass the incident 

to the SHE manager for final check using the “Pass 

to SHE Manager” button

 If the affected party is marked as Absent From 

Work” then the “Date Returned To Work” must be 

completed. If they are still absent then leave the 

Incident open until they have returned to work 

(including working from home).

 Once the RTW date and all actions have been 

completed then “Pass to SHE Manager”.

Completing the Incident



Press the “Reinstate Incident” button and 

you will have two options

1) Reinstate to the SHE Manager, this will 

set the incident back to the final check 

stage where the SHE Manager can make 

adjustments

2) Reinstate to the Originator, this will set 

the incident back to the investigation stage 

where the originator can make changes and 

then pass to the SHE manager for final 

checks.

Reinstating and Amending a Closed 

Covid-19 Incident


